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Abstract 

The people living in rural area face critical challenges with the increasing water crisis, as the 
rural area economy mainly depends upon the agriculture. In this paper a water control system 
is fabricated to efficiently manage and systemize the use of water in these communities. The 
mentioned block chain technologies are implemented to provide trust among community 
members. It basically composedof the hardware platform.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

Water is considered as one of the basic need for the survival of living beings. Scarcity of 
water is considered as global problem, especially rural communities whose economy 
depends upon the agriculture, livestock and other primary sector activities suffer from the 
this problem as compared to other social groups. In order to obtain portable water, river 
basins are regulated on large scale and on other hand irrigation communities shares a 
maximum water quota has been developed. As the irrigation communities has direct 
access to the water resources whose sustainability must be reserved. In this research 
paper a water control system is proposed for irrigation communities based on block-
chain networks. The members of this communities are provided with a prosumer habitat.  

 

2. Experiment  

The framework for the proposed water control systems is given in below given Figure 1. As it was 
shown that three different main portions may be distinguished, the (mobile) prosumer environment, 
the Blockchain networks, and the electronic infrastructure which basically composed of control 
subsystems and sensitization nodes, wherein the prosumer environment is generally composed of a 
rule definition module in which users can develop irrigation recipes using ECA rules (Event-
Condition-Action), wherein these rules are executable and easily changed into other programming 
languages using only syntactic techniques[1]. On the other hand, the managers who are responsible 
for representing community create general management rules in order keep water sources in the 
best possible state, wherein the management rules are having higher rank than irrigation recipes, 
and may prevent them to be executed or reject a particular rule if it is necessary[2]. These rules also 
include monitoring policies which are mainly executed in the corresponding rule execution engine, 
then both the inputs are taken by a transformation engine in order to develop, compile and deploy a 
set of SmartContracts coding all the irrigation and management logic which is helpful in order to 
inform users and managers about important events, mobile personal devices receiving events from 
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these SmartContract are also included
higher rank than irrigation recipes, both user types 
automatically resolved by the system). 
executed, which invokes deployed Smart
smartContracts are stored and executed 
blocks are mined fast and efficiently. 
the system evolution is  stored in a
secondary SmartContracts and their 
to the electronic infrastructure, which basically consists of 
orders or delegated irrigation [4]. 
controlling of Irrigation Communities Borja BORDEL, Diego MARTIN, Ramón ALCARRIA and Tomás 
ROBLES UniversidadPolitécnica de Madrid, Madrid 
to perform control and execute recip
about the soil situation and the water source state and later the information is delivered 
Smart Contracts if required[6].  

 

3. Result 
 
In order to assess the performance of the suggested solution, it is observed a critical 
indicator in control systems: the response time
irrigation recipes to be executed, wherein the response time in the system was estimated. 
It is observed in the figure that that the time progression is almost co
recipes being executed[7]. 
acceptable in the application process. 

 

these SmartContract are also included in that. For example, as management rules are having
gation recipes, both user types are informed if a conflict appears (although it is 

automatically resolved by the system). Lastly the irrigation recipes by the execution engine
, which invokes deployed Smart Contracts in order to interact with the infrastructure. The 

martContracts are stored and executed basically in a private Blockchain network, guaranteeing 
blocks are mined fast and efficiently. In order to provide extra amount of trust, a summary (hash) of 

stored in a public Blockchain network (such as Ethereum) by making use of 
secondary SmartContracts and their available storage space[3]. The  SmartContracts is also 

lectronic infrastructure, which basically consists of a control subsystem that receives 
. A Blockchain-based Water Control System for the Automatic 

of Irrigation Communities Borja BORDEL, Diego MARTIN, Ramón ALCARRIA and Tomás 
Politécnica de Madrid, Madrid recipes to be executed autonomously

to perform control and execute recipes, the control subsystem basically obtain the 
ion and the water source state and later the information is delivered 
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4. Conclusion 

In this research paper a water control system for irrigation communities is proposed, 
which manly shares the water quota or water source[8]. The solution basically employs 
block-chain networks to obtain a group of independent users, competing for scarce 
resources in order to trust the other community system and the system[1]. On other hand 
at hardware level, the electronic devices and computing nodes basically useful in 
supporting the control operations.  
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